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PART 1 
INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis attempts to determine whether or not the 
educational value of the physics experiment as classroom 
technique may be increased by other methods than by the 
use of the laboratory notebook or workbook. 
Why this subject s - 
Questions frequently asked these days among High 
school teachers are : - "What is the pupil really 
getting from the routine notebook and workbook preparat¬ 
ion ?” "Is the preparation of the physics experiment 
notebook and workbook returning educational value com¬ 
mensurate with the-'original purpose ? " "Is the pupil’s 
scientific viewpoint enriched by the present notebook and 
workbook presentation ? " "Isn’t there a better way of 
registering these scientific facts so that the significance 
will be more premanent ? " 
These and similar questions so often presented have 
prompted the writer to attempt a study to determine the 
answers to the inquiries and if possible to make 
recommendations in the light of the findings. 
PART II 
CERTAIN ATTITUDES 
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PART II 
CERTAIN ATTITUDES 
The attitude of teachers 
Generally speaking the evolution of educational 
farms and practices follows a general pattern from year 
to year and from generation to generation. Practices 
are adopted and discarded as experience sorts the good 
from the bad, success from failure. Some of these 
practices, however, escape the nod of approval or scorn 
of rejection, but go on unnoticed in the engulfing 
currents of the status quo. In ai ch status at the present 
time is the use of physics notebooks and workbooks. 
There are some teachers who remain firmly embedded 
in the old way of doing things and are reluctant to make 
any change. Custom has enslaved them to certain definite 
practices which progress has found too adamant to change. 
Other teachers recognize the advantage of prudent re¬ 
vision of our methods but do nothing about it for fear of 
criticism. 
there are others who openly disagree with the present 
practices. They see that not only can progress be achieved 
but that a great deal of wasted time may be saved. 
These generalizations indicate that the science teachers 
are not all in agreement concerning the present physics set 
up of experimental notebooks and workbooks. 
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H.S.Shelton has this to say:- 
"Some how or other the modern science teaching 
has proved to be dead and nearly as much 
divoced from modern life and thought, as the 
old classical teaching ."Something is wrong * 
Many teachers point out that too much time is con¬ 
sumed in the mechanics of preparation for the lab¬ 
oratory period thereby wasting valuable time which 
could be devoted to a more profitable use. 
In this respect Colvin writess- 
"It has been the writer*s experience that many 
classes in laboratory science are woefully slow in 
getting started..One of the worst classes that 
I ever observed both from stand point of order 
and effective instructions was a class of this kind."** 
Another charge by teachers is the fact that too many 
experiments include the unnecessary task of copying 
material from guide sheets thus robbing the pupil of 
original thinking. 
* H.S.Shelton - New Type of Science Teaching 
Contemporary Rev. P 599 Mar. 1936 
** C61vin—Introduction to Higji School Teaching 
CH IV P62 
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Again Colvin points out 
"The laboratory exercises are often quite 
formal....The pupil has no genuine desire 
to discover new facts or principles and he 
goes through a series of careful instructions 
contained in a laboratory manual in a mechan¬ 
ical way..He may be interested in the man¬ 
ipulation of his material but a genuine scien¬ 
tific curiosity is for the most part lacking."* 
Prom other quarters come impressions regarding work¬ 
books. Pearle Ethel Knight writes:- 
"Now just what is the educational value of this 
piece of work ?.It does represent industry 
for it took hours of painstsking work; but if in¬ 
dustry is spent in vain how. ought it to be reckon¬ 
ed r * 
Fred W. Wolcott saysj- 
"Investigation with the complaints of teachers 
soon convinces one that there are many serious 
provlems arising from the use of the workbook, 
that without a wise judgment upon the applica¬ 
bility of their contents, they are often more 
harmful than good, and that the fundamental 
principles wh'bh the book v*>rk technique involves 
are not often clearly understood.” ** 
Also Cecillia J. Allen saysr- 
" I should like to say in ending that the work¬ 
book.proved superior to the text. Its 
failing is that it is still too much like the 
child of its nearsighted and pedantic parent. 
Let the workbook grow as artistic in its teach¬ 
ing processes as it is in its workmanship and 
it will come nearer to meeting its gloriously 
pragnatic claims •*’ *** 
* Colvin—Introduction to High School Teaching 
CH III P 33 
Fred 0. Wolcott — Problems of the Workbook 
Emg. J. Sept 33 P 574 
**-#Cecillia J* Allen—So This is the /sorkboo^l 
Eng. J. May 33 P 380 
Georg© A. Hotter, In school Pervlew states: (In 
conclusion) 
"tt is concluded that the work book 
falls on the basis of the data de¬ 
rived from this experiment, to live 
up to its principle claim to superior¬ 
ity of objectivity .” * * *** 
Another complaint advanced in opposition to notebook 
writing is that the teacher utilizoe too much time in 
checking books and too little time in actual class 
f 
work . Supporting this contention, Colvin writes, 
"Of course the chief objection to such 
procedure ( note book writing ) is the 
amotknt of time consumed by the teacher 
in inspecting and correcting the notes. 
Consequently this form of instruction 
can be used only in a limited degree.” 
y <v . 
Some teachers hold fast to the idea that properly 
kept notebooks are essential to subject matter de¬ 
velopment. To eliminate notebooks for some substi¬ 
tute procedure is endangering the possibility of 
clinching physical principles ar>d methods. 
"It is my opinion that there has not 
yet been presented any substitute that 
will adequstely take the place of the 
present method of preparing experiment 
notebooks ”. 
* George A. Motter - Teacher Assignment vs Workbook 
School Rev. Jan.*39 
Colvin Introduction to Higji School Teaching 
CH XI P.320 
*** Alfred R. Lincoln, Science Lppt 
Technical High School 
Spr ingf Je 1 d, Ma s s. 
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And what is the opinion of those teachers who are 
on the firing line actually handling these notebooks 
every day ? What do they have to say about the status 
of the experiment notebook and the workbook ? 
The following points have come to light from those 
closest to the picture, and Is a summation of per¬ 
sonal opinion by many teachers, expressed to the 
writer orally. 
Few students today will sit down and write in note¬ 
books a summary of an experiment in an intelligent 
way. This may be acceptable from the point of view 
of a research worker who is passing on to posterity 
important records but to expect a group of modem 
youths to analyze, estimate, sort, and classify a 
group of unassorted facts in an intelligent manner 
seems to be expecting too much. 
With single period classes and ever growing ones, 
the pupils do not have time to write up their find¬ 
ings properly. Because of his lack of time, individual 
experiments are rapidly being superceded by the demon¬ 
stration, thus making it even more difficult for the 
pupil to grasp the real meaning of the principles 
involved. 
Economical curtailments in equipment and supplies 
have greatly handicapped, in very recent years, the 
orderly process usually fou d in the ideal laboratory. 
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Because of this lack of time afforded, due to 
single period laborstories, mary pupils do theJr 
work outs5.de where copying is apt to be in order 
and where little attention is paid to the experi¬ 
ment and the object for which it was performed. 
With the degree of ability among the students, 
so variable in most of the classes a small portion 
may offer a satisfactory report, while the others 
either fail or copy outside. 
Many of the teachers interviewed say, 
"What is the value educationally of requiring 
the experiment of demonstration be written up 
by the pupil ” ? 
"What does it amount to " ? 
"Why cannot the time used in writing e report 
of the experiment in notebooks be utilized to 
better advantage In some other way " ? 
"Who is going to say what this way will be "? 
Attitude of the Colleges 
For many years a student was required to present 
a satisfactory notebook as part of the requirement 
for admission to college. To-day, the vast majority 
of colleges and universities are no longer demanding 
such evidence, at least in individual forip* They re¬ 
quire, however, that the candidate for adnission offer 
concrete evidence fror his secondary school that he has 
completed a certain number of experiments In a satis¬ 
factory manner. 
This change on the part of the colleges ahd uni¬ 
versities in respect to notebooks was due to the follow¬ 
ing causes: 
1st. Ownership cannot be guaranteed or relied upon. 
It has been discovered at most of our larger 
colleges that this unethical practice forced 
the adminstrators to take the step they did. 
2nd. Candidates for admittance have lost their 
notebooks and the secondary school had no 
record to offer in lieu of the notebooks. 
3rd. Notebooks were so poorly done that the 
colleges threw the responsibility back 
into the laps of the secondary schools. 
"In 1931 Wesley issued a rather clear cut 
challenge to students of education to in¬ 
vestigate scientifically the problem of the 
value of any and all workbooks. This 
challenge has, apparently, beemalmost en¬ 
tirely ignored : the writer was able to 
find the published report of but oneconn- 
trolled experiment to determine the value 
of the Social-Science workbook." * 
Ir view of the disturbing doubt of the value of the 
notebooks as part of the required work In physics classes 
It has seemed of value to education to attempt an im¬ 
partial controlled test of the matter. This thesis is 
the result. 
* Edgar Bruce Wesley , "Workbook In the social studies. 
Historical Outlook 
XXII Apr. 1931 151-53 
SUMMARY 
From the preceding comments, statements and facts 
we may, with accuracy, deduce that something is wrong 
with the present method of notebook and workbook pro¬ 
cedure In the laboratory. Educators and teachers both 
Inside and outside the laboratory see that a problem 
Is awaiting a solution. All are looking toward the 
horizon with expectancy for the new hope that is bound 
PART III 
AVAILABLE RESEARCH WORK 
AVAILABLE RESEARCH WORK 
Th« writer found no works available from the stand¬ 
point of scientific investigation, * 
There are but two treatises found which had any 
direct bearing on this subject and these dealt merely 
with factual learning in contrast with the workbook 
ard oral instruction. The following statements are 
presented to show how little has been done along these 
lines, 
Cressman performed an experiment to compare the 
values of the workbook method and the oral-instruction 
method in teaching citizenship and conduct tea group of 
seventh grade pupils. He found that the notebook method 
was slightly but not significantly superior to the oral- 
instruction method and he concluded that the results in¬ 
dicated no significant advantage over oral instruction. 
Nelson<HH>conducted an experiment from which he con¬ 
cluded that for teaching of civics to pupils of Grades XI 
and XII the workbook has no significant advantage over 
an oral-instruction method . 
r See statement in, summary Part II Page 9 ty Edgar 
h> Elmer "pressman, "Workbook vs Oi-^I Instruction" 
Journal of Eoucational Sociology VII Dec 196Z 
'~’H* Clayton L. -elson. School Rev. XLVI(Jan. *38 
The^Development and Appraisal of workbooks in the 
Social Sciences. R.M. Tyron (Cited) 
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The results of these two experiments have stood alone 
to refute the testimony of many enthusiastic Indorsements 
by the workbook Indorsements necessarily based on opinion 
and belief. 
To corroborate these findings and to further sub • 
stantlate the facts Involved, sources constantly active 
In secondary school projects were asked to offer their 
opinion on the work done In this field. The replies 
received from the National Education Association, Wash¬ 
ington, D.C., and the Cooperative Study of Secondary 
School Standards, Washington, D.C., are herewith 
attached. 
Both bear evidence of the frugality of research 
done on the subject matters which this thesis attempts 
to cover. 
r 
Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards 
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"r. William J. Clancy, 
75 Avon Place, 
Springfield, Mas-achusetts. 
"Dear Hr. Clancy: 
I an 30rry to say that our Study has not 
collected any information relative to the value 
I 
of physics notebooks in secondary education. 
Very truly yours, 
Walter C. Eells 
tfCE:wr Coordinator 
I 
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES 
1201 SIXTEENTH STREET. N. W.. WASHINGTON. D. C. 
February 16, 1939 
Mr. .t'illiam J. Clancy 
Technical High School 
Springfield, iassachusetta 
Dear Hr, Clancy: 
In response to your letter of January 31, I am writing to say 
that the Research Division has compiled no information relating to yo..r 
thesis subject. However, I am listing below some references on note¬ 
books which have been copied from the Education Index, published by the 
K, V/, ./ilson Com any, Hew York City: 
1. Stolzenbach, Margaret. "Home Economics notebooks: 
-kn Evaluation of Their '.forth as a Teaching Device." 
Practical Home economics 14: 33£-h ..ovenber 1936. 
2. Zckert, George ..alter. "Lecture notebook for 
Fre simian Chemistry.” Journal of Chemical Education 
13: 431; September 1936. 
3. Roy, Hargaret. "notebooks as Irojects in a History 
Course.” Social Studies £8: 111-15; Harcn 1937. 
4. Harper, Charles ^thiel. "Hotes and Mote Taking in 
liigh school Social Studies.” Social Studies 28: 
172-73; .^pril 1937. 
5. Peterson, George and Douglass, H, R. "Published 
Workbooks versus xiipil— ..aue i.oteooo.is in i.inti*->.rrade 
General Science." School Review 43: 60b—13; Ootooer 
1935. 
6. Knight, learle Ethel. "How Valuable Is IJary’s note¬ 
book?" English Journal (H« S. _d.) 22: 57-59; 
January 1933. 
7. .foods, Roy Cleo. "notebook as an Educational Device." 
Peabody Journal of Education 12: llb-19; November 193-r. 
Mr. Jilllam J. Clancy 2 February 16, 1939 
8. Crumby, Mabel G. "Our Children Use Notebooks." 
Sierra Educational News 30: 39; September 1-34. 
9. Segerblon, .Vilhelm and others. "Symposium on 
> Laboratory Notebooks, Records, and Reports." 
Journal of Chemical Education 10: 403-14; July 
1933. 
10. Ballew, Amer M. "Notebook .fork in 3iology and 
Training in the Scientific Lethod of Thinking." 
School Science and .-athematlcs 31: d22-26; 
0ct6ber 1931. 
It occurs to me that the following enclosures .lay be of some 
interest: 
1. "References on Science," Research Division, July 193b. 
2. "References on Workbooks," Research Division, September 
1935. 
rtilliam G. Carr 
Director 
Cordially yours, 
Frank J. Hubbard 
a3S date Director, Research Division 
RGV:p 
enclosures 
PART IV 
SETTING THE PROBLEM 
SETTING THE PROBLEM 
The Problem.- 
Since there la a necessity, then, for a study 
that will attempt to evaluate the position of the 
notebook In the physics laboratory, the following 
plan has been prepared to measure the results of 
the work of those pupils who use the notebook and 
other pupils who have employed a substitute activity. 
Are pupils apt to learn more If the time used for 
notebook writing is substituted for some other act¬ 
ivity ? If the results show superior accomplish¬ 
ments for those whc use the notebook, then the claim 
of those in favor of Its use would be upheld. How¬ 
ever, if the results indicated that those who use 
the substitute plan gave significant evidence of 
' superior achievements, then the claim made for the 
notebook and workbook would be greatly minimized. 
The measurement of the teaching effect of these two 
methods is the object of this experiment. 
* t 
Scope and Limitations.- 
This experiment has as its objective the teaching 
effect of laboratory notebook construction versus 
some other educational activity. 
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The study Is limited to secondary education and 
may include college prepartory as well' as general 
students of physics. 
Definition of terms.- 
The term " experiment" means those laboratory ex¬ 
ercises constructed either in whole or in part by 
the student. The term "demonstration" refers to 
the experiment performed by the te acher and ob¬ 
served by the pupil. "Notebook" is the written 
individual record of the experiment on demonstrations 
compiled by the student. By the term workbook is 
memt an especially prepared book with loose leaves 
or detachable sheets containing statements partially 
complete or places where the pupil must insert a word 
to complete a statement. There are many types of these 
workbooks on the market and the problem offered may in¬ 
clude , completion tests, true and false tests, match¬ 
ing tests, etc. "Other activities" may include such 
features as : 
1. The Solution of Typical Problems. 
2. Making of Laboratory Apparatus. 
3# Making of Scientific Instruments. 
4. Membership in Science Club. 
5. Home Workshop. 
6. School Workshop. 
PART V 
PROCEDURE 
THE PLAN 
The plan called for two groups, namely: the 
control group and the experimental group. One of 
these groups was called upon to omit the usual note¬ 
book while the other group carried on In the usual 
manner employing the conventional notebook. 
The same experiment of demonstration was given 
to both groups on the same day. For those using the 
notebook a mimeographed guide sheet of directions 
was given to each pupil. When completed the experi¬ 
ment was expected to have a title, an object, a list 
of materials or apparatus, a neatly drawn sketch, a 
story of the experiment In the pupil*s own words, 
proper calculation of the given problem and a con¬ 
clusion. 
These experiments were examined for correctness, 
neatness and completeness. If unsatisfactory, the 
work was rejected to be done over again. Individual 
assistance was available after regular school session. 
The experimental group substituted typical problems 
in place of the notebooks. Problems dealing with the 
principles involved in the experiment were passed out 
to this group. The teacher was available at all times 
during the period for any assistance desired. At the 
end of the period the papers were collected. These 
were returned the next day with corrections and notat¬ 
ions 
The incorrect problems were to be returned again 
for inspection. Pupils still showing evidences of 
slowness were asked to report for further instruct¬ 
ions . 
From time to time general routine problems dealing 
with the subject matter and experiments were given 
each group for homework. 
The textbook was the same for all pupils and the 
discourses and discussions followed the same lines 
in every case. 
Ter tests covering ten experiments were planned 
for both groups. These tests were given to all 
pupils on the same day. Absentee pupils were given 
the same test as soon as possible upon their return. 
(See tests -Appendix) 
EQUATING AND HANDLING THE PUPILS 
The writer had three physics I classes at Technical 
High School, Springfield, Mass. Permission was ob¬ 
tained from Principal, Major Burton A. Adams, to use 
these three classes in the proposed experiment. The 
sizes of these classes were 33, 29 and 29 • They 
consisted of all boys and no repeaters. The class¬ 
es were taken just as they came with no sorting, bal¬ 
ancing or homogeneous grouping. For classes see 
Tables 1, 2, and 3. The groups were then equated by 
one standard 
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The I.Q. rating for each pupil was obtained from 
the office records. 
It was found that twelve pupils had no I.Q. record. 
Dr, Verne B. loss, Ass*t Principal, together with the 
writer tested each pupil for his Intelligence Quotient. 
The method used was the same as that of the psychological 
laboratory. The I. Q. range varied from 135 to 81 . 
Pairings were then made of the two groups according 
to the following I.Q, classifications: 
110 to 115 
105 to 110 
100 to 105 
95 to 100 
* 
90 to 95 
80 to 90 
The experimental group with the notebooks and the 
control group without the notebooks were paired ac¬ 
cording to I.Q, rating. See Table VI • 
The sum total I.Q. 'or the experimental group was 
2555 for the control group 2536 a difference not 
significant because I.Q. rating is not considered an 
accurate measure. 
All , pupils had the same teacher so that there was 
» 
no teacher difference with which to contend. 
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Tie general school factors were the same for both 
groups. Supervision opportunities, etc., were similar 
for all pupils.. All pupils used the same textbook 
while notebooks were available at all times. All 
pupils had equal opportunity for make-up work and 
time was made available for all to seek assistance. 
The notebook, then, was the only variable factor. 
GRADUATE QUESTIONNAIRE 
A questionnaire was sent out to the graduates of the 
Technical High vSchool for the purpose of finding out what 
personal value was placed upon the physics notebook and 
to determine, if possible, what use these books have been 
to the individual student after getting out of high school.* 
Two hundred postcards were distributed to male graduates 
only. Of this number one hundred and seventy three re¬ 
sponded; twenty one failed to reply; while one blank 
was returned. The number of replies totaled 88$. 
The range of graduate years extended from 1910 to 
1938 giving a very faborable spread. 
There was an even distribution of replies from 
college preparatory and general students namely ; 
89 of the former and 82 of the latter 
4 -T. 
with 2 applied art students, (see Table P.24 ) 
■^Questionnaire P 23 
The second question, "Do you still have your 
physics notebook?," showed that 47.9# still had 
* 
possession of them, while 52# did not. These 
figures were quite well balanced. 
The third question , n have you ever had an 
occasion to use your notebook ? ", showed a much 
greater divergence. 17.9# claimed that they did 
have occasion to refer to them, while 71.5# did not. 
11.5# failed to specify. 
This revelation seems to be significant and is 
apparently the general trend of the ultimate fate of 
notebooks• 
The fourth question , " In what way ?", referring to 
question three, found that only 11 out ofl73, or .06# 
gave a specific reply. This seems to show furtner a 
tendency of the notebook to fade out of the picture 
very soon after graduation. 
The last question , " Would you suggest a substitute 
for the physics notebook ? ", showed even a less re¬ 
sponse, for only .05# or 6 replies indicated a willing¬ 
ness to sug eat a substitute . This was expected in a 
way because the graduates contacted are not teachers 
and less apt to weigh these values. The six responses, 
however, were quite timely and very commendable. 
To the writer this questionnaire, while not too 
comprehensive, does point out to a significant degree 
what the real value of the notebook is. It helps to 
measure the results of the main plan of attack and is 
indicative of trends which will help in the final 
analysis in summing up the results. It definitely 
points out that the notebook is soon forgotten after 
it has been completed with little carry over values. 
GRADUATE 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Dear Techite: 
The information asked for on this card is to be used in the 
construction of a Thesis. The sender appreciates your kindness. 
Please drop in mail. 
1. Your class.19 C.P. on Gen. 
2. Do you still have your physics experiments . 
3. Have you ever had an occasion to use them . 
Answer Yes or No. 
4. If yes; in what way? 
5. Would you suggest a substitute for experiments? 
Thank you W. J. Clancy 
This questionnaire was issued 
to Springfield Technical High 
School graduates. 
It includes the classes of 1910 to 1938 
Not every class between these years was 
represented. 
See Table Page 25-26 
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TABLE I 
QUESTIONNAIRE DISTRIBUTION 
CLASSES 
NO 
YEAR RESPONSES C.P. GEN.AA 
NUMBER OF CARDS SENT OUT 
DITDI 1 rc 
•'73 
. 1 
— 195 
KtrUto 
fei Ak.ii/c ornr i urn_...... VLANKo ntUv 1 
UNANSWERED - ■ 21 • 95 
* REPLIES - 88* 
1
0
0
0
-
0
-
0
0
0
0
0
 
0
0
0
 
0
0
 
0
0
 
0
 
0
0
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TABLE I I 
CLASSIFICATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE 
1 * * DO YOU ST 1 L(L YES NO TOTAL 
HAVE YOUR 
PHYSICS 
NOTEBOOK ? 
83 
*7.9* 
90 
52* ‘73 
TT 
HAVE YOU EVER 
HAD AN OCCASION 
TO USE YOUR 
NOTEBOOK ? 
31 
17.9* 
142 
71.5* ‘73 
20 CASES FAILED TO 
SPEC 1FY 
“.5* 
3- 
IN WHAT WAY ? 
I I 162 
.06* 99-94* *73 
-STATEMENTS- 
l -MEVTEW- 
1- REFERENCE (GENERAL) 
2- RADIO 
1- TEACHING GENERAL SCIENCE 
2- REFERENCE COLLEGE PHYSICS 
I-EVENING SCHOOL 
I-CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL 
I-AERONAUT ICS 
I-FOR MAKING A SYSTEM OF 
PULLEYS 
4. 
Would you 
SUGGEST A SUB¬ 
STITUTE FOR 
EXPERIMENT 
NOTEBOOKS ? 
167 
1- WRITE A THEME ON EACH EXP. 
2- TIE-UP.WITH OUTSIDE, HOBBY 
3- MORE WORK SHOULD BE DONE 
BY THE STUDENT 
4- MORE PRACTICAL APPLICATION 
OF PHYSICS IN HIGH SCHOOL 
*5-MORE MOTION PICTURES WITH 
ANIMATED DRAWINGS 
6-TIE-UP WITH SHOPS 
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TABLE 
IQ 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
(WITH NOTEBOOKS) 
NAME 
L. C. 
K.R. 
B.W. 
D.W. 
G.R. 
N. R. 
A.J. 
b.c: 
A. E. 
D.G. 
G.F. 
O. A. 
R. G. 
S. H. 
R. W. 
S. D. 
B. R. 
D.R. 
C. W. 
D. R. 
E. R. 
M. J. 
S.U. 
M.H. 
S.H. 
IQ 
- VI 
PAIRINGS 
IQ 
iio-i15 
105-110 
100-105 
95-100 
90-95 
80-90 
CONTROL GROUP 
(WITHOUT NOTEBOOKS) 
NAME IQ 
B.B. 1 l4 
H.C. 11 1 
F.J. 1 10 
M.L. 1 M.N. 1 10 
D.R. 1 10 
V.E. 106 
M.W. 106 
R.H. 108 
R.K. 107 
B.E. 100 
B.J. 100 
D.G. 102 
F.R. 103 
L„V. 103 
S.R, 102 
B.A, 
L.R. 
98 
99 
Z.T. 96 
A.G. 92 
B.W. 92 
C.W. 92 
T.R. 95 
B.J. 81 
P.W. 86 
TABLE VII 
GROUP PAIRINGS 
AVERAGES FOR IQ AND TEN TESTS 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP IQ 
(WITH NOTEBOOKS) |IO-I15 CONTROL GROUP (WITHOUT NOTEBOOKS) 
105*110 
100-105 
95-100 
90-95 
80-90 
NAME 
B.C. 
H.C. 
F.J. 
M.L. 
M.W. 
D.R. 
W.E. 
M.W. 
R.H. 
R.K. 
B.E. 
B.J. 
D.G. 
F.R. 
L.W. 
S.R. 
B.A. 
L.R. 
Z.T. 
A. G. 
B. W. 
C. N. 
T.R. 
B.J. 
P.W. 
55 
GENERAL 
IQ 
RANGE 
i o-i15 
105-110 
100-105 
1 
95-100 
90-95 
80-90 
TOTALS 
GENERAL 
XABLE vitt 
SUMMARY OF IQ AND TEST AVERAGES 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
AVERAGE 
(WITH NOTEBOOKS) 
IQ TEST 
AVERAGE AVERAGE 
1 12.1 57.03 
106.7 50.02 
103.5 1*3.05 
97.0 52.60 
93.0 45.62 
86.5 - 46.45 
598.8 294.77 
AVE 99.8 49.12 
CONTROL GROUP 
AVERAGE 
(WITHOUT NOTEBOOKS) 
IQ TEST 
AVERAGE AVERAGE 
III.3 75.13 
106.7 54.32 
101.6 57.38 
97.6 51.60 
93.6 61.51 
83.5 64.00 
594.3 363.94 
99.0 60.15 
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 TABULA TIPS AND INTERPRETATION OF MATERIAL. 
The material on the effect of using notebooks and 
workbooks in the teaching of Physics is presented in this 
chapter as pointed out before, ten informal teacher-made 
tests were administered at intervals throughout the ex¬ 
periment and the conclusions of the study was based on 
theresults of these tests. Each test marks the completion 
of one unit of work and each unit of work will be treated 
in turn. The outline of the units and the tests used may 
be found in the appendix. 
TEST UNITS 
(1) UNIT 1 ARCHIMEDES* PRINCIPLE. 
The main topic in this unit was Archimedes* 
Principle. The results on the test on this unit are 
found in Table IX. The Experimental ^roup developed 
knowledge of this principle of Physics by means of the 
notebookj the Control Group did no notebook work what¬ 
ever . 
The mean for the Experimental group was 40.6 
while the mean for the Control group was 44.9 . The 
Critical Ratio of this difference is .6 Defore a diff- 
erenceC£n be depended upon as reliable, the Critical 
56 
Ratio should be at least as large as 3.0 * The 
Critical Ratio inthis unit is so small that we can 
say rather definitely that there is no proved diff¬ 
erence between these groups in favor of or against 
using the notebook method of teaching Archimedes* 
Principle. 
(2) UNIT 2 MOMENTS OF FORCE 
The main topic for this unit was the Moments 
of Force. The results on the tests on this unit are 
found in Table X . The mean for the Experimental 
group was 49.8 ; that of the Control group 62.0 The 
Critical Ratio of this difference is 2.84 This Crit¬ 
ical Ratio shows a distinct tendency to favor the 
Control group or those not using the notebook. The 
choices are 99*7 out of 100 that the Control group 
achieved significantly more. This difference, how¬ 
ever, is not large enough to be conclusive by conven¬ 
tion. 
(3) UNIT 3 RESULTANT AND EQUILIBRi*NT FORCES 
The chief topic for this unit was the Result¬ 
ant and Equilibrant Forces. The results on the tests on 
this unit are found in Table XI . Tne mean for the Ex¬ 
perimental group was 50.2 while the mean for the Control 
group was 63.4 The Critical Ratio of this difference 
is 2.39, a figure not large enough to guarantee a real 
"Statistics in Psychology and 
F.dti ration" 
* Garrett H.E. 
significance in favor or against the use of the notebook 
in teaching the Resultant and Equilibrant Forces. The 
Critical Ratio 2.39 indicates that there were 99.3 chances 
in 100 that whatever difference may be present was sig¬ 
nificant in favor of the Control group. 
(4) 'QUIT 4 EQUILIBRIUM 
This unit dealt with the principle of Equil¬ 
ibrium where the sum of the clockwise forces equals 
the sum of the counter-clockwise forces. The results 
on the test of this unit are found In Table XII. The 
mean for the Experimental group was 50.4 while the 
r ean for the Control uroup was 54.0. The Critical Ratio 
of the difference is .78 .This Critical Ratio, as in 
test one, is so small that we can say with definite 
assurance that there is no proved difference between 
these groups in favor or against the use of the note¬ 
book method of teaching Equilibrium. It also Indicates 
that there were 78cnances in 100 that the difference was 
greater than zero. 
(5) UNIT 5 THE CENTER OF GRAVITY 
The Center of Gravity where all the weight of 
a body seems to be centered was the subject matter of 
unit five. The results on the test on this unit may be 
found in Table XIII • 
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JABLE.IX 
SCORES MADE BY THE TWO GROUPS ON TEST ONE TOGETHER WITH 
THE MEANS AND CRITICAL RATIO 
PUPIL NO EXPERIMENTAL 
GROUP 
(WITH NOTEBOOK) 
CONTROL GROUP 
(WITHOUT NOTEBOOK) 
1 
2 & 
l •8 
5 60 i 
7 
60 
32 
8 
9 
18 
4o 
10 4o 
11 20 
12 24 
\l e 
1^ 48 
lb 4o 
17 80 
\8 20 
19 0 
20 20 
21 
22 IS 
23 20 
24 20 
25 20 
MEANS 40.6 
STANDARD DEVIATION 22.0 
STANDARD ERROR MEANS4.4 
44.9 
28.0 
5.6 
Standard error of I)iff. of 8eans 7.1 
CRITICAL RATIO OF DIFF. OF MEANS .6 
V 
39 
TABLE 
SCORES HADE BY THE TWO GROUPS ON TEST 2 TOGETHER 
WITH THE MEANS AND CRITICAL RATIO 
PUPIL NO. EXPERIMENTAL 
GROUP 
(WITH NOTEBOOK) 
CONTROL 
GROUP 
(WITHOUT NOTEBOOK) 
MEANS 
STANDARD 
STANDRAD 
STANDARD 
CRITICAL 
49.8 
DEVIATION 15.0 
ERROR OF MEANS 3*0 
ERROR 
RATIO 
OF 
OF 
DIFF. 
DIFF. 
MEANS 
MEANS 
4o 
TABLE xi 
SCORES MADE BY THE TWO GROUPS OH TEST 3 TOGETHER 
WITH THE MEANS AND CRITICAL RATIO 
PUPIL NO EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
GROUP GROUP 
(WITH NOTEBOOK) (WITHOUT NOTEBOOK) 
1 
2 
i 
l 
I 
II 
12 
\l 
12 
\l 
>9 
20 
21 
22 
11 
25 
MEANS 50.2 
STANDARD DEVIATION 3~6.7 
STANDARD ERROR Of MEAN*3.3 
STANDARD ERROR OF DIFf. OF 
CRITICAL RATIO OF DIFF. OF 
MEANS 
MEANS 
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TABLE XII 
SCORES MADE BY THE TWO GROUPS ON TEST k TOGETHER 
WITH THE MEANS AND CRITICAL RATIO 
PI PUL NO EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
GROUP GROUP 
(WITH NOTEBOOK) (WITHOUT NOTEBOOK) 
1 
2 
l 
l 
,1 
I I 
12 
! I 
19 
20 
21 
22 
MEANS 
STANDARD DEVIATION 14.4 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEANS2.88 
STANDARD ERROR OF DIFF. OF BEANS 
CRITICAL RATIO* OF DIFF .OF MEANS 
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The mean for the Experimental group was 28.4 . The 
mean for the Control group was 51.2. The Critical 
Ratio of this difference is 3.62 . This Critical 
Ratio being greater than 3 shows a reliability of a 
proved difference between these groups in favor of 
the Control group in teaching the principle of the 
Center of Gravity. It indicates further that there 
were 100 chances in 100 that the difference was sig¬ 
nificant. 
(6) UNIT 6 SIMPLE MACHINES THE INCLINED PLANE 
The main topic of this unit was the Inclined 
Plane. The results on the test on this unit are 
found in Table XIV . The mean for the Experimental 
group was 60.4 while the mean for the Control 
group was 68.4. The Critical Ratio of this difference 
is 1.40 . Again this difference is too small to 
definitely say that there is any proved difference 
between these groups in favor or against using the 
notebook method of teaching the Inclined Plane. A 
i.40 Critical R^tio indicates also that there were 
92 chances in 100 that the difference was greater 
than zero. 
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TABLE XII! 
Scores made by the two groups on test 5 together with the 
MEANS AND CRITICAL RATIO. 
PUPIL NO. EXPERIMENTAL 
GROUP 
(WITH NOTEBOOKS) 
CONTROL 
GROUP 
(WITHOUT NOTEBOOKS) 
I 
l 
I 
,2 
II 
!? 
i! 
19 
20 
21 
22 
a 
25 
MEANS 
Standard 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
CRITICAL 
DEVIATION 
ERROR OR MEANS 
ERROR OF DIFF.OF 
RATIO OF DIFF.OF 
28.* 
% 
MEANS 
MEANS 
TABLE XIV 
Scores made by the two groups on test 6 together with 
THE MEANS AND CRITICAL RATIO 
PUPIL NO EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
GROUP GROUP 
(WITH NOTEBOOKS) (WITHOUT NOTEBOOKS) 
MEANS 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
STANDARD 
CRITICAL 
60.4 
DEVIATION 20.8 
ERROR OF MEANS 4.16 
ERROR OF DIFF.OF MEANS 
RATIO OF DIFF. OF MEANS 
(7) UNIT 7 WORK, POWER AKD ENERGY 
Work, Power and Energy are included in 
the subject matter for unit seven. Test results 
on this unit are found in Table XV . The mean for 
the Experimental group was 49.6 while the mean for 
the Control group was 52.8 . The Critical Ratio 
of this difference is .44 . This Critical Ratio 
is so small that it may be definitely stated that 
there is no proved difference between these groups 
in favor or against using the notebook method of 
teaching Work, Power and Energy. The Critical 
Ratio indicates further that there were 66 chances 
in 100 that the difference was greater than zero. 
(8) UNIT 8 HEAT_CHARLES« LAW 
This unit has for its main topics Heat 
and Charles * Law. The results on the test on this 
unit are found in Table XVI. The mean for the 
Experimental group was 56.4 The mean for the 
Control group was 69.6 . The Critical Ratio of 
thisdifference is 3.47 . Since this Critical Ratio 
is greater than 3 there is evidence that a relia¬ 
bility of a proved difference exists between these 
in favor of the Control group in teaching groups 
4G 
TABLE XV 
Scores made by the two groups on test 7 together 
WITH THE MEANS AND CRITICAL RATIO. 
PUPIL NO. EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
GROUP GROUP 
(WITH NOTEBOOK) (WITHOUT NOTE BOOK) 
1 
2 
l 
l 
l 
,1 
I I 
12 
\l 
i? 
19 
20 
21 
22 
II 
25 
60 
40 
60 
MEANS 
STANDARD DEVIATION 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEANS -w' 
STABOARD ERROR OF DIFF. OF MEANS 
CRITICAL RATIO OF DIFF. OF MEANS 
52-8 26.6 
5.32 
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TABLE XVI 
Scores made by the two groups on test 8 together with 
THE MEANS AND CRITICAL RATIO. 
*UP!L EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
GROUP GROUP 
(WITH NOTEBOOKS) (WITHOUT NOTEBOOKS) 
I 
2 
i 
l 
,1 
I I 
12 
\l 
*9 
20 
21 
22 
11 
25 
MEANS 56.4 
STANDARD DEV I AT I ON 1 £ 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEANS 3«20 
STANDARD ERROR OF DIFF.OF MEANS 
CRITICAL RATIO OF DIFF.OF MEANS 
l 
69.6 
1 I O I 
2 .22 
48 
Heat and Charles* Law. The Critical hatio indicates 
that there were 100 chances in 100 that the difference 
between these groups was significant. 
(9) UNIT 9 HEAT OF FUSION OF ICE 
Heat of Fusion of Ice was the main topic 
of unit nine. The results on the test on this unit 
are to be seen in Table XVII. The mean for the Exper¬ 
imental group was 56.0 . For the Control group the 
mean was 70.8 . The Critical Ratio of this differ¬ 
ence is 3.67 . This Critical Ratio being greater 
than 3 shows that a reliability of proved difference 
exists between these groups In favor of the Control 
group in teaching this unit of Heat of Fusion of Ice. 
It further indicates that there were 100 chances in 
100 that the difference between the two groups was 
significant. 
(10) UNIT 10 HEAT OF VAPORIZATION 
In the tenth test Heat of Vaporization 
was the main topic for consideration. In Table XVIII 
will be found the results on the test on this unit. 
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TABLE XVI I 
SCORES MADE BY THE TWO GROUPS ON TEST 9 TOGETHER WITH 
THE MEANS AND CRITICAL RATIO. 
PUPIL NO. EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL 
% GROUP GROUP 
(WITH NOTEBOOKS) (WITHOUT NOTENOOKS) 
I 
l 
I 
.! 
II 
12 
\l 
»9 
20 
21 
22 
tl 
25 
MEANS 
STANDARD DEVIATION 
STANDARD ERROR OF 
STANDARD ERROR OF 
CRITICAL RATIO OF 
56.0 
16.5 
ANS 3*3° 
FF.OF MEANS 
FF.OF MEANS 
The mean for the Experimental group was 55.6 . That 
of the Control group was 66.0 . The Critical Ratio 
of this difference is 1.92 . This Critical Ratio is 
so much below the required figure for reliability that 
we may definitely state there is no proved difference 
between these groups in favor or against using the 
notebook method of teaching Heat of Vaporization. It 
indicates also that there were 97 chances in 100 that 
the difference was greater than zero. 
(li) TOTAL SCORES OF THE TEN TESTS _ 
Since the Critical Ratios of the ten tests 
varied so widely the difference cannot be depended 
upon as reliable without a picture of the Critical 
Ratio of the total scores of the ten tests. The 
results these ten tests are shown on Table XIX. 
The mean for the Experimental group was 484.0 while 
that of the Control group was 608.8 . The Critical 
Ratio of the difference is 5.20 . This Critical 
Ratio indicates a significance in favor of the Con¬ 
trol group or those not using the notebook, ^t fur¬ 
ther indicates that there were 100 chances in 100 
that the Control group achieved significantly more. 
TABLE XVI I I 
Scores made by the two groups on test together 
WITH THE MEANS AND CRITICAL RATIO 
* 
PUPIL NO. EXPERIMENTAL 
GROUP 
(WITH NOTEBOOKS) 
CONTROL 
GROUP 
(WITHOUT NOTEBOOKS) 
2 
I 
,9o 
II 
12 
'9 
20 
21 
22 
ll 
25 
MEANS 
STANDARD DEVIATION 
STANDARD ERROR OF 
STANDARD ERROR OF 
CRITICAL RATIO OF 
19*4 
MEANS3.88 
DIFF. OF MEANS 
DIFF. OF MEANS 
5.44 
1.92 
66.0 
19-7, 
3.91* 
TABLE XIX 
TOTAL SCORES MADE BY THE TWO GROUPS ON THE TEN 
TESTS TOGETHER WITH THE MEANS AND CRITICAL RATIO 
PUPIL NO. EXPERIMENTAL 
GROUP 
(WITH NOTEBOOK) 
CONTROL 
GROUP 
(WITHOUT NOTEBOOK) 
1 
2 
l 
l 
l 
& 
I I 
12 
\l 
3 
19 
20 
21 
22 
il 
25 
MEANS 
STANDARD DEVIATION 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEANS 
STANDARD ERROR OF DIFF. 
CRITICAL RATIO OF DIFF. 
484.0 
121.4 
24.28 
OF MEANS 
OF MEANS 
608.8 
152.0 
30.40 
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CONCLUSION 
Summary of Results 
In the light of these statistics we Tnay definitely con** 
elude that the method of teaching Physics by the substitute 
plan of using problems is moderately superior to the method 
of using laboratory notebooks. 
A Critical Ratio at least as large as 3 is necessary 
before a difference can be depended upon as reliable. The 
following list shows the Critical Ratio together with the 
corresponding units and tests. 
UNIT C.R. TEST 
1 .6 ARCHIMEDES* PRINCIPLE 
2 2.84 MOMENTS OF FORCE 
3 2.39 RESULTANT AND EQUILIBRANT FORCES 
4 .78 EQUILIBRIUM 
5 3.62 CENTER OF GRAVITY 
6 1.40 INCLINED PLANE 
7 .44 WORK POWER ENERGY 
8 3.47 HEAT -CHARLES* LAW 
9 3.67 HEAT OF FUSION OF ICE 
10 1.92 HEAT OF VAPORIZATION 
11 3.20 TOTAL SCORES 
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Threp of the testa namely ; Center of Gravity , Heat and 
Charles* Law, and Heat of Fusion of Ice had Critical Ratios 
of 3.62 , 3.47 and 3.67 respectively. In these cases the 
difference can he depended upon as reliable in favor of the 
Control group. Moments of Force and Resultant and Equil- 
ibrant Forces show Critical Ratios of 2.84 and 2,Z9 . Y/hile 
these Critical Ratios are not large enough to be depended 
upon as reliable they are significant in favor of the Con¬ 
trol group. Two tests namely Heat of Vaporization and The 
Inclined Plane show Critical Ratios of 1.92 and 1.40 res¬ 
pectively. These figures definitely are not reliable but 
whatever difference there may be present is in favor of the 
Control group. The three remaining tests: Equilibrium, 
Work-Power-Energy, and Archimedes* Principle had respective 
Critical Ratios of .78 , .44 , and .6 all of which show no 
reliable difference. 
The Critical Ratio of the Total Scores was 3.20 . This 
figure shows a difference that is reliable and permits us 
to state definitely that there is significance in favor of 
the Experimental group of those who used the substitute method 
of teaching Physios. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
In view of the statistical findings it would seem ad- 
visible to provide an outlet for the scientific interests 
that every boy possesses. This tray be done in the school 
workshop after school hours or in the home workshop. Finish¬ 
ed work could then be brought into school and demonstrated 
before the class. The writer would recommend that one 
period per week be devoted to such activity. 
Colvin says- "In physics pupils may construct 
scientific apparatus for their own use, or for 
the use of the class or school. One of most 
enthusiastic classes in this subject that the 
writer has observed, partly made and entirely in¬ 
stalled an outfit in wireless telegraphy." * 
The aim of science teaching should be to develop in¬ 
dividual initiative. The following objectives will assist 
greatly in reaching this goal. 
1 To develop hobbies and provide opportunity to in¬ 
dulge in the manipulation of tools, machines and 
measuring devices. 
2 To make pupils able to read scientific articles 
more intelligently and with greater interest. 
3 To provide an opportunity for individual par¬ 
ticipation in classroom activities through pupil 
demonstrations. 
4 To stimulate a spirit of investigation and in¬ 
vention. 
■a Colvin - Introduction to High School Aeaching 
Ch IV P75 
Fortunately In the teaching of laboratory science In 
most high schools what may be termed " original experi¬ 
ments ” are seldom given. In this respect . 
.there should be less formal work in physics 
and more actual Investigation on the part of the pupil."ft 
Mr. Charles R. Allen of the Technical High School, Spring- 
field, Mass., conducted an investigation along these lines 
over one semester and he found that the class devoting one 
period a week to the demonstration of scientific activities 
showed better grades than three other classes not included 
in this program. 
The following list shows the wide range in which Mr. 
Allen*s class was interested. 
Automobiles 
Aviation 
Boats 
Cartesian Diver 
Civil Engineering 
Dam Construction 
Deep Sea Diving 
Dirigibles 
Electric Motors 
Electricity 
Gas Engine 
Diesel Engine 
Household Appliances 
Illusions 
Magnetism 
Projection Machine 
Refrigeration 
Radio 
Steam Engine 
Storage Batteries 
Submarine 
Telegraph 
Telephone 
Telescope 
Theater Lighting 
ft-Colvin - Introduction to High School Teaching. 
Ori • 13 P • 285 
To satisfy the ever present, dormant pupil interests 
it would seem advisable to recommend that space be pro¬ 
vided where pupils could retire after school and,und?r 
supervision, stimulate these interests and also their 
spirit of investigation . Add to this frequent visits 
to local factories and institutions where new ideas may 
be introduced and where the principles of physics may 
be pointed out. 
The writer feels that such a program is quite in 
harmony with the findings which this thesis presents. 
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APPENDIX 
Outline of Units 
Unit 1 - Archimedes Principle 
Inspiration 
Hiero King of Syracuse 
Eureka 
Lifting a stone in water 
Preparation 
Why boats float 
Immersing a stone in a graduate of water 
Holding a cork under water and releasing it 
Recall material needed in past experiment 
Weight 
Volume 
Explanation 
Experiment performed 
Development of Principle 
Verification of Principle 
Application 
Problems 
Uses 
Examination 
Testing 
Correlation 
TEST No 1 
Archimedes* Principle 
State Archimedes' Principle 
Define buoyancy. 
Mechanical advantage may be found in the follow¬ 
ing three ways 
M.A.— M.A. * M.A.- 
A machine carries a load of 2 tons with an ef¬ 
fort of 200 lbs. 
Find M.A. 
The small piston of an hydraulic press is 2" • 
the large one is 56”. Find M.A. 
300 lbs is applied to the small piston of an 
hydraulic press. The small piston measures 4” 
in diameter and the large piston has a diameter 
of 60". Find the load this machine will carry. 
A machine carries a load of six tons with an 
effort of 2oo lbs. If the area of the small 
piston is 8 sq. inches what must be the area 
of t e large piston ? 
E - 500 lbs• 
R - 20000 lbs. 
Diameter of small piston z 3” 
Find the diameter of the large piston. 
Unit 2 Momenta of Force 
I Inspiration 
VJheel turning on axle 
Throwing a base ball 
A crowbar 
Expanding steam 
Magnetic attraction 
II Preparation 
Motion in a straight line 
Motion about an axis 
The clock ( hands) 
Magnitude of force 
Center of moments-fulcrum 
Equilibrium 
III Recall of material needed 
Positive and negative values 
Multiplication 
IV Explanation 
Set up in equilibrium 
Two unequal forces 
Two unequal moment arms 
Units of force 
Experiment performed 
Development 
Verification 
V Application 
Problems 
Where found? 
Uses 
VI Examination 
Testing 
VII Correlation 
I’est No 2 
Forces (A) Momenta 
1. Define the following: 
(a) A force 
(b) A moment arm 
(c) The center of moments 
(d) A moment of force 
2. Forces tend to do two things viz: 
X. 
2. 
3. A force of 100 lbs 5' from the fulcrum Is just as 
effective as 50 lbs .feet from the ful¬ 
crum, 
4. What is the difference between weight and mass ? 
5. State Newton*s Law of Gravitation, 
6. Give the units by which forces are measured. 
7. In measuring forces what is the significance of the 
figures 32,16 a id 980 
8. Why does the gravitational pull show a different in¬ 
tensity at the equator, Springfield, the north pole? 
Referring to question I label the following sketch 
I 00 0 O Too 6 
9 
Unit 3 Resultant & Equllibrant Forces 
I Inspiration 
Forces of nature 
Aeroplane 
Steam shovel 
Rockets 
Gravitation 
Newton 
II Preparation 
Two boys pulling a rope 
Board display of 3 forces at a point 
Sun, moon, earth 
III Recall of material needed 
Weight vs Mass 
Metric system 
Square root 
Units of force 
IV Explanation 
Experiment performed 
Right angle 
Acute angle 
Development 
Verification 
V Application 
Problems 
Uses 
VI Examination 
Testing 
VII Co* ^ elation 
Test No 5 
Forces (B) Resultant and Equilibrant 
A resultant is a diagonal, hypotenuse, an angle, a 
curved line, a straight line. 
An equilibrant is one half, one third, equal to the 
resultant. 
Define a force. Name three agents that produce 
forces. 
Name three forces that produce tint forces. 
A single force that could produce the same effect as 
two or more forces acting together is 
called.......... 
One of the most important forces to man is called ... 
The units of force are 
(a) Metric . 
(b) English. 
In the following problems the scale is 1 cm : ^-O lbs 
Use the "Right Angle triangle Method. 
Find Resultant and Equilibrant . 
i Sc ole Ic^z/o Las 
i 
\3 
4 Gw* 
Use the same scale as in problem No.7. 
Find the Resultant and equilibrant 
Sea J 
IOCaa* - /0 L&$ 
GlvS^reason for different lengths of "K 
U Ov— 
unlt 4 - Equilibrium 
I Inspiration 
Tug- of -War 
See-Saw 
Platform balance 
Early automobiles 
Toys 
II Preparation 
School building (base) 
Smoke stack (base) 
Clockwise ) moments 
Counter clockwise) 
Funnel (3 positions) 
III Recall of material needed 
Moments of force 
Center of moments 
IV Explanation 
Experiment performed 
Clockwise vs counter clockwise forces 
Development 
Verification 
V Application 
Problems 
Applications 
Uses 
VI Examination 
Testing 
VII Correlation 
Test No 4 
Forces (C) Equilibrium 
trom your own observation and experience state five 
cases In which parallel forces operate. 
Two or more parallel forces are In equilibrium when.. 
3 What force which takes the place of two or more 
forces Is called . 
4 The resultant of two parallel forces In the same 
direction Is equal to. and 
In the .direction. 
5 To produce equilibrium twokinds of motion must be 
prevented 
(a) . 
(b)  
6 Indicate In each case where force must be placed 
to produce equilibrium 
dc!  
looLzr 
B 
-> 
ioo Lb. yj-Laf 
Is C In the right position to produce equilibrium? 
B 
/ooLBs 
Solve for equilibrium 
A 
o Cf 
<- - 
/o oo G 
A\ 
51 
^ - *1 
el 
4 - ' —-> 
8 Compute the forces of the two piers of a bridge 
50 feet In length due to a truck weighing 
6000 lbs. The truck Is ten feet from o ie 
end 
Unit 5 Center of Gravity 
I Inspiration 
Balance a meter stick having 500 g weight on 
one side and no weight on the other 
Salt Shaker ) 
Toys ) self righting 
II Preparation 
Compare early automobile with the modern type 
for tipping 
Ballast on an ocean liner 
Stability of Pyramids 
Stability of Radio Transmission Tower 
III Recall of material needed 
Center of moments 
Moments of Fcrce 
Clockwise and counter clockwise Forces 
IV Explanation 
Experiment performed 
Development 
Verification 
V Application 
Problems 
Uses 
VI Examination 
Testing 
VII Correlation 
Teat No 5 
Center of Gravity 
By the term " Center of Gravity” I mean 
Does the weight of a lever assist the effort (E) or 
the resistance (H) ? Show by sketch. 
In the following problem the weight of the lever is 
60 lbs. Solve this problem by showing how much 
effort is needed to produce equilibrium. 
A wedge shaped log 12* long weighing 75 lbs can be 
balanced by itself at a point 4* from the heavy end. 
(a) Where should the fulcrum be placed if 2 boys 
sitting on the ends and weighing 80 and 45 lb 
respectively are to be balanced. 
(b) What wei^it is supported by the fulcrum ? 
(c) Make a sketch and label properly. 
A body may be In one of three states of equilibrium 
They are 2 
3 
6. Why do some objects right themselves when tipped 
over ? 
Give examples. 
7. When is an object said to be stable ? 
When is an object said to be unstable? 
Unit 6 Inclined Plane 
I Inspiration 
Early man and his tools 
&ore and better machines with an increase in 
knowledge of physics 
Locating inclined planes in the school shops 
Grades - Iligways - Railroads 
Ramps 
II Preparation 
Compare "input " and " output" of a machine 
Mechanical advantage 
Efficiency 
Which Is easier ; to lift a load directly or 
use an inclined plane ? 
III Recall of material needed 
Simple mathematics 
IV Explanation 
Experiment performed 
Development 
Verification 
Law of Inclined Plane 
V Application 
Problems 
Uses 
VI Examination 
Testing 
VII Correlation 
Test No 6 
Inclined Plane 
State the simple machines in the inclined group. 
There are two ways of finding the mechanical ad¬ 
vantage of an inclined plane. 
(a) U.A. - 
(b) M.A. = 
State the Law of the Inclined Plane. 
Recalling to mind the lathe and the milling machine 
select five parts from each machine that makes 
use of the inclined plane. 
What is the least force required to roll a 2t 0 harrel 
up an incline 25' long and 5'high ? 
Unit 7 - Work - Power - Energy 
I Inspiration 
Niagara Falls 
Dynamite, TNT, Gasoline, Coal 
James Watt 
Pile Driver 
Gigantic cranes 
II Preparation 
How much work did a boy do climbing the 
school stairs ? 
What horse power ? 
What factors does work Include ? 
What factors does power include? 
What factors does energy include ? 
Dragging vs lifting 
Units of measurements 
III Recall of materials needed 
Force 
Friction 
IV Explanation 
Experiments performed 
Development 
Verification 
V Application 
Problems 
Uses 
Transformations 
Conservation 
VI Examination 
Testing 
VII Correlation 
Test No 7 
_W ork - Power - Energy 
1 Define work, power and energy. 
2 In measuring work what two factors are involved ? 
3 State the gravitational and absolute units of work. 
4 A barrel of sugar is to be placed fran the ground 
to a truck. The barrel of sugar weighs 396 Its. 
Is it easier to lift it directly or to use a 
plank ? State reasons and use formula. 
5 Define power and give the formula for finding power. 
6 State the units of power both in the CGS system and 
the PPS system. 
7 Who first gave us the term horsepower and what does 
it mean ? 
I 
8 1 kilowatt - .watts 
1 horsepower • .....watts 
lHorsepower = .....kilowatts 
The Watt = one .per sec. 
9 Each person in a city uses 5 gallons of water per day , 
The population is 300 000. A gallon of water 
weighs about 8 lbs. How much E.P. would be need¬ 
ed to lift the water 200 feet in one day ? 
Define energy. 
State the kinds of energy. 
Give the formulae for finding energy. 
$hat is meant by the terms M conservation of energy" 
and "transformation of energy " ? 
Find the potential energy of a cubic yard of water 
i 
at the top of Niagara Falls 1681 high . 
A projectile weighing 1000 lbs moves with a 
velocity of 2500 feet per second . Find the 
kinetic energy in foot pounds j in f ot tons. 
Unit 8 - heat - Charles' Law 
Inspiration 
Railroad tracks 
Bridges 
Oven thermometers 
Air in Automobile tire 
Effects produced by heat 
Charles 1787 
Gay-Lussac 
Preparation 
Expansion of materials 
(a comparison ) 
Compound bar 
Absolute Temperature 
Heat units 
Expansion and density 
Formulae 
Recall of material needed 
Boyles Law 
Volume 
Density 
Explanation 
Experiment (demonstration) 
Development 
Verification 
Application 
Problems 
Uses 
Force of Expansion 
Bursting tires, broken wires. 
Examination 
Testing 
Correlation 
Test No 8 
Heat - Charles1 Law 
State Charles* Law. 
Sollds .when heated and.when 
cooled. 
Place in 1,2,3, order the expansibility of a gas, 
a solid and a liquid. 
State Prevost's Law of Heat Exchange. 
What are the units of heat ? 
Give both English and Metric values. 
Define the following 
(a) Calorie 
(b) B.T.U 
(c) heat capacity 
(d) specific heat 
How would find the number of calories involved in 
heat exchange? 
At 25 degrees centigrade a volume of gas is 900 cc 
Find its volume at 29 degrees centigrade. 
300 grams of metal at 98 degrees centigrade are 
mixed with 526 grams of water at 20 degrees 
centigrade. The temperature rises to 26 degrees. 
Find the specific heat of the metal. 
10, 1000cc of gas at 780mm pressure and 30 degrees 
centigrade is subjected to a change both In 
pressure and temperature. What valume will 
the gas assume at STP ? 
Unit 9 - Heat of Fusion of Ice 
Inspiration 
Snow balls 
Glaciers sliding down valley 
Refrigeration 
Calories vs degrees 
Tubs of water in vegetable cellar 
Ice cream 
Preparation 
Melting and Freezing points 
Volume and Solidification 
Water pipes 
Type metal 
Crystalization 
Calories 
Sublimation 
Law of heat exchange 
Recall of material needed 
Solids, liquids, gases 
Volumes 
Pressure 
Conservation of energy 
Explanation 
Demonstration 
Development 
Verification 
Application 
Problems 
Uses 
Examination 
Testing 
Correlation 
Teat No 9 
Heat of Fusion 
Define Fusion. Fusion has two other common names. 
State them. 
Clarify these terms s 
Melting point 
Boiling point 
Solidification 
Crystaline 
Plastics 
What is meant by the term " Heat of Fusion" ? 
How would you proceed to find Heat of Fusion ? 
When one gram of ice at zero degrees centigrade 
is changed to one gram of ice water at zero 
degrees centigrade .calories are 
Involved. 
A calorimeter weighing 100 grams has a sp.Gr. of 
.09; it contains 400 grams of water at 40 
degrees centigrade; 91 gr*ams of dry ice are 
introduced. When the ice is all melted the 
temperature is 18.2 degrees centigrade. What 
is the heat of fusion of ice ? 
A glass tumbler has a sp. ht.of .02. It weighs 500 
gm and has a temperature of 60 degrees centi¬ 
grade. A certain amount of ice was added to 
the tumbler. The ice was all melted and the 
final temperature was 10 degrees. Kow many 
grams of ice were melted ? 
8. 100 gm of Ice at zero degrees centigrade are 
stirred In 400 gm of water at 60 degrees 
centigrade. Calculate the final temper¬ 
ature . 
9. Why is ice a good refrigerant ? 
On what principle Is mechanical refrigeration 
based ? 
How is it possible to get refrigeration from 
a gas flame ? 
Is artificial ice made according to this 
principle ? 
Unit 10 Heat of Vaporization 
I Inspiration 
Artificial Ice 
Mechanical refrigeration 
Liquid air 
Steam burn more severe than hot water burn 
Cooling effects of fanning 
II Preparation 
Liquid changed to vapor 
Calories involved 
Cooling effect of evaporation 
Distillation 
Laws of Boiling 
III Recall of materials needed 
Law of aeat Exchange 
Conservation of Energy 
Solids, liquids, gases 
Volumes 
IV Explanation 
Demonstration 
Development 
Verification 
V Application 
Problems 
Uses 
VI Examination 
Testing 
VII Correlation 
Test No 10 
Heat of Vaporization 
Define the following : 
Evaporation 
Boiling 
Ebullition 
Sublimation 
True boiling point 
State the conditions under which the rate of 
evaporation depends. 
At 760ram pressure water will boil at . 
degrees centigrade. Each degree change in 
temperature r ..........mm pressure. 
Each mm change in pressure = . 
degrees centigrade. 
State the laws of boiling 
Define "Heat of Vaporization " 
1 gm water at 100 degrees centigrade plus ....... 
calories yields 1 gm steam at 100 degrees 
centigrade. 
When steam condenses to water how many calories 
are involved ? Are the steam and water the 
same temperature ? 
A calorimeter has a sp. gr. of .09 and weighs 120gm; 
401 gm of water at 6 degrees centigrade are put 
into the calorimeter ; 23.5 gm of steam are 
allowed to enter the calorimeter and water; 
the final temperature of the water is 40 
degrees centigrade. Find the heat of 
vaporization. 
Find the heat of vaporization of water from the 
following data 
Weight of calorimeter 80 gm 
Weight of water 500 gm 
Temperature of cold water 15 degrees C 
Final temperature of mixture 29.3 degrees 
Weight of steam 12 gm 
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